Tasmanian plantation
pine decking
Cost-effective, durable and versatile

Which side up?
Timberlink have always graded the ripple side of
our decking boards for the Tasmanian market, as
traditionally, decks were built with the ripple side up.
However, the market has changed and most builders
and home owners are now laying their decking boards
with the smooth face up. To best match our product
to the market we have changed our production to
grade to the smooth side rather than the ripple side.
Ripple side graded boards will still be available on
request. Smooth decking will be supplied unless
specified otherwise.
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Suitable Uses
Outdoor plantation decking is treated to an H3 level.
This means it is suitable for outdoor above ground
applications but cannot be used in direct contact with
the ground. For in-ground contacts choose H4 treated
timber.
Guaranteed Durability
You can be confident that your outdoor pine deck will
last as all our decking products are guaranteed for
15 years by a chemical supplier guarantee
For more information go to timberlinkaustralia.com.au

Sustainably sourced Tasmanian Pine
At Timberlink Bell Bay we manufacture all our pine
decking from Tasmanian grown plantation pine.
Sustainably managed timber is one of the most
environmentally sustainable building products
available.
Cost-effective
Australian pine is the economical option for building
with as it grows quickly and is easy to manufacture
into a wide variety of products. Outdoor pine decking
also comes in a variety of lengths so you can minimize
waste and save even more money.
Versatile
Outdoor pine decking can be easily painted or stained
any colour to fit in with your project’s colour scheme.
Alternatively you can oil the timber for a more natural
look.
Range
Sizes (mm)

90 x 22, 70 x 22

Lengths (m)

1.8, 2.4, 3.0, 3.6, 4.2, 4.8, 5.4, 6.0

* Sizes available may vary
** Lengths available may vary

Bearers and Joists
Treated pine bearers and joists are recommended to
provide a durable stable platform for your deck.

environments such as close to the beach stainless
steel fixings should be used.
Treatment Brand
Timberlink Bell Bay decking
is treated with a non-CCA
chemical in accordance with
Australian Standards. The
treatment brand is printed on
the non graded face so for
our smooth decking it is on
the ripple side. This brand
(as shown on right) identifies:
a)	Producer (first 3 digits)
b) 	Preservative (middle 2 digits)
c) Treatment level (H3)
d) 	Profile - S = Smooth or R = Ripple
Safety
When working with timber we recommend following
the safety guidelines below:
Do not burn treated wood
Always wear dust mask and goggles when using
power tools

How much decking do you need?
1.

Resealing
Where treated wood products are cut, notched, drilled
or rebated the exposed areas must be coated with a
suitable resealing product to ensure that a treatment
envelope is maintained.
Finishes
It is strongly recommended that all treated wood
products installed in weather exposed situations
are painted, stained or sealed to maintain optimum
serviceability, appearance and dimensional stability.
Fixings
Galvanised decking nails or decking screws should be
used along with corrosion resistant hot dip galvanised
fasteners and connectors. For decks built in harsh
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2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Work out the size of your deck by multiplying
the length by the breadth
e.g. 10m x 3m = 30m2
Decide which decking board size you will use
e.g. 90x22mm
Divide m2 by the decking board width (convert
decking width from mm to m)
e.g. 30m2/0.09m = 334m
Add an extra 5% just to be sure
e.g. 334x1.05 = 351m
For how many pieces of decking you need,
divide this number by the decking lengths you
have chosen e.g. 351m/5.4m = 65 pieces
Therefore you would need to buy 65 pieces of
90x22x5.4 decking to cover a 10x3m deck.

